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The Hindu
Artists at work. Photos: R. Ragu

The Hindu
Korean Artists at the Ceramic Workshop, Kalakshetra Campus. Photo: R. Ragu
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The Hindu
Wooly sheep at the Ceramic workshop, Kalakshetra Campus. Photo: R. Ragu

The Hindu
Cowfaced, armourclad warrior at the Ceramic Workshop, Kalakshetra Campus. Photo: R. Ragu
It is all about artistic expressions and exchanges at the IndoKorean ceramic residency, says Lalithaa Krishnan.
The Kalakshetra Foundation’s leafy environs form the ideal retreat for the fourweek IndoKorean ceramic residency, organised jointly with
the INKO Centre and the Lalit Kala Akademi. Garden meets work space as light and air stream through the wooden trellis. In this self
contained world, the afternoon quiet is broken by the occasional bird call as the group of 12 artists (six Koreans and six Indians) is immersed
in work.
Clay forms and sculptures in various stages of completion engage intermittent groups of visitors, who admire the scale and detailing on two
large woolly sheep figures, peer at embossed mango motifs on a bowl and gaze curiously at a basket filled with little white pigeons.
“The satisfaction of working with my hands drew me to clay, which symbolises the five elements – earth, fire, water, air and ether. My
stoneware sculptures are based on my experiences and society  a mixture of my past and present,” explains Srinia Chowdhury (Kolkata).
One of her works, incorporating Korean features, is a representation of naari shakti.
Zaida Jacob (Baroda) has worked with metal, but clay remains a favourite as it is, “a medium with which one creates by adding rather than
subtracting.” “Home is where you hang your heart,” she smiles, which explains her focus on dwellings. Stoneware houses with half shut doors
and windows prompt you to ponder over the symbolism. She points out a miniature jali work panel from which you can see through the open
doorway in the opposite wall. “When I saw the Korean artists’ round punching tool, I used it for the perforations.”
Nidhi Chopra’s (Bhopal) conviction that all life originates from and returns to the earth finds expression in stoneware sculptures of pollen
pods and emergent stalks. Her freeflowing forms echo sea shell and coral contours.
Potrarasan voices strong concerns about the environment through installation art. “With urban growth, pigeons have no choice but to
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coexist amidst concrete high rises. Sparrows and butterflies have become a rarity. I’m working on bird figurines and construction rods to
illustrate my concept”. He aims to portray contemporary issues differently through traditional techniques and finds ample scope for his
creative instincts at Dakshinachitra, Chennai.
Ashish Chowdhury (Kolkata) employs circular shapes to construct stoneware forms such as an owl, with wide welldefined ‘engobe’ areas.
The juxtaposition of delicate Koreanstyle line drawings with rough textured walls and ‘engobe’ touches by Phalguni Samanta (Kolkata)
plays up subtle contrasts and testifies to his strength as an illustrator.
Korean ceramists Son Jinhee, Jung Hyesook and Kim Younghyun graduated from the Ecole Superieure d’Art des Pyrenees (France)
and share a common love for oriental motifs and exotic hues. Between steaming cups of lemon tea, they narrate their experiences. Jinhee has
crafted a coffee table top using a shallow tambalam with raised mango motifs as mould and will incorporate the kuthuvilakku shape and
kolam designs through sui generis stencils.
Hyesook believes that shape is related to a story. She gives an edge to local pottery by gluing together cracked pieces covered with chocolate
wrappers.
Younghyun’s penchant for traditional carved wooden roof supports and beams highlighted in vivid colours is reflected in his pieces.
Yoo Euijeong’s stately terracotta urns are embellished with traditional Korean motifs and florettes that resemble Indian decorative art. He
enjoys using the potter’s wheel. “I like the texture of the local clay.” Classic symmetry and precision distinguish his work.
Kim Jaegyu plans an installation with large sheep and miniature houses triggered by a childhood memory. They will demonstrate varying
perspectives of distance and nearness. His use of thermacol moulds and frames to build large forms inspires other artists.
Kim Seungtaek’s realistic mananimal hybrids depict deities that guard the entrance to the Buddha temple. His works include a cowfaced,
armourclad warrior who personifies dignity and nobility.
Lunch hour is unwind time in which relaxed conversation, good natured ribbing and laughter mingle with the crackle of appalam and aromas
of sambar and avial. The thought occurs that if an Indian and a Korean artist were to work in tandem, creating a sculpture from concept to
completion, it would result in a deeper exchange of ideas and techniques.
Gukanraj, who heads the Department of Ceramics, Kalakshetra, is the official coordinator. Bustling between studio and kiln, ensuring that
the artists get whatever they need, he wins the unanimous vote for being a pillar of strength. Gukan’s considerable expertise comes to the fore
in mixing and supplying the materials to suit individual specifications, the firing and glazing process.
Gukan gives due credit to the cooperation and hard work of his colleagues, students and workmen, with particular thanks to Arun, Loknath
and Gnanam.
The Indian artists share a good rapport with their Korean counterparts who have brought books that illustrate their tradition and techniques.
“Their specific tools and shaping aids are superior. Their work is technically excellent, very precise, using exact measurements. Their
confidence in executing large pieces is admirable. Our strength lies in our ability to go with the flow, assimilate and adapt” is the Indian
consensus.
The Koreans in turn are fascinated by the presence of colour everywhere. “We are floored by the warmth, hospitality, friendliness and the
serene ambience. Of course, we love the food!”. All the participating artists are thankful to the organisers for the unique opportunity and
facilities afforded by this residency.
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Earth Matters II: Indo Korean Ceramic Residency
****
Pavan Kumar
InKo Centre
in association with
Vinod Kumar
Arts Council Korea (ARKO), Lalit Kala Akademi and Kalakshetra
Foundation,
Lim YongJu

is delighted to present a unique IndoKorean Ceramic residency project
that will bring together 12 ceramic artists  6 each from India
Hyunju
and Oh
Korea 
in a 4  week residency in Chennai. This is the second in the series in
최재호
India, following the first edition in January 2012.
The residency at Kalakshetra Foundation from 19 January  23 February
Hojun Song
2015 will be followed by an IndoKorean Ceramic Exhibition at Lalit Kala
Akademi, Chennai from 25 February to 5 March 2015
Suji Moon
Kalakshetra Foundation is pleased to welcome you to informally meet and
Gowtham
Anbu
interact with the artists at Kalakshetra Foundation, from 3.30
to 4.30
pm,
any day, between 25 & 30 January 2015
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